NatioNal PaRk
Podyjí

What should you know
about the smallest national park
in the Czech Republic

Why is it important to protect
nature these days
The protection of natural values has become a fundamental question for the survival of humanity on our planet. The
civilisation we created brings us prosperity, but we also do
irreparable damage to natural values on a global scale.
One of the possibilities for protecting nature is the territorial protection of valuable, preserved or unique landscapes. This was the basis for founding national parks, the first
of which was Yellowstone NP in the USA, in 1872. The first
European national park was declared in Sweden in 1909. Our
republic also holds a first – the enlightened Count Buquoy
established the first nature reserves at Hojná Voda and Žofín
in South Bohemia in 1838 – the first modern protected areas
in Europe. The Czech Republic now has a network of 4 national parks and 25 protected landscape areas, which carry the
tasks of protecting and enhancing the preserved richness of
our nature and landscapes.
The Krkonoše, Šumava, Podyjí and České Švýcarsko National Parks cover a total area of 1,189 km², which is only 1.5 %
of the area of the Czech Republic.
What kind of relationship should we have with this natural heritage? Do we actually realise how priceless it is?
National parks may resemble a modern-day Noah’s Ark,
which protect a huge number of animal and plant organisms living in a mysterious web of complex ecosystems. We
protect their homes, without which many of them would
become extinct. This is why we humans should arrive in the
national park as humble and perceptive visitors, ready to admire the magnificence of the natural powers which exceed
our understanding and our earthly time.
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Podyjí National Park
was declared in 1991 as the smallest national park in the
Czech Rep. in area, but not in its significance. The park lies
on the SE edge of the Bohemian-Moravian Highlands, on the
border between the Bohemian Massif and the Carpathians.
It covers 63 km² along the Austrian border between Znojmo and Vranov nad Dyjí. The surrounding buffer zone covers
29 km². Býčí hora in the Braitava forest near Vranov is the
highest point (536 m). The Dyje river in Znojmo is the lowest
point (207 m). The national park was declared to protect the
unique, 42 km long canyon-like valley of the Dyje, the unique forest complexes, the valuable forest-free areas and the
exceptional wealth of plants and animals.
Most of the territory is owned by the Czech state, with
small areas owned by municipalities and private landowners.
The buffer zone contains 3 nature monuments and 14 villages with preserved architecture. The NP headquarters are
in Znojmo.

Nationalpark Thayatal
was declared in 2000, as the smallest national park in Austria
– covering 13.3 km². It exists to protect 25 km of the Dyje
valley, the forested Fugnitz stream valley and the meadows
along the Dyje river. The Pilati and Waldstein noble families
own most of the land. Together with Podyjí NP, it forms a
unique transboundary territory. Both parks signed an international declaration on the joint protection of Podyjí, which
is the basis for coordination of professional activities on the
territories, regulation of hunting and fishing, visitor regimes,
and educational activities. Research activities, professional
seminars, public excursions and ranger duties are conducted
on a joint basis. Thayatal NP is based in a modern building
near Hardegg, which also serves as a visitor’s centre.
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< Front cover picture: The Dyje valley is one of the best
preserved river valleys in central Europe
1 The Silver-washed Fritillary adds colour to the meadows
and flower-rich fringes of forest trails in summertime
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2 The heart of Thayatal NP is the Umlaufberg river meander,
with a tourist trail crossing its narrow neck, known as
Überstieg

What can a river do
Around 17 million years ago a shallow Tertiary period sea
retreated from the current NP territory and a river network
began to form on the former seabed. The main drainage
route was already the Dyje river, which patiently began to
create its current deep valley. At first it carved into the soft
marine sediments and then into the hard crystalline rocks
of the Bohemian Massif. The result of this erosion activity is
the current river valley up to 220 metres deep, with its typical meanders, attractive vantage points, boulder fields and
steep rocky cliffs.
Its significance is even greater because nearly all of the similar river valleys in this country have been destroyed by the
construction of reservoirs, roads, industrial or recreational
buildings. The riverine ecosystems on the NP territory have
been greatly modified by the effects of the Vranov hydroelectric plant, especially by the release of cold water from the
reservoir bottom and the considerable flow variations.
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Forests – a mosaic of natural riches
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The forests form a mosaic of communities – from thermophilic oakwoods to remnants of beechwoods with oak, fir and
yew. More than 100 tree species grow in Podyjí NP.
Despite the traditional perception of South Moravia,
54 km² of the Podyjí NP territory is forested. Due to their
inaccessibility and historical position on the Czech state’s
southern border, the forests are less influenced by human
activity than anywhere else in Central Europe. The mission of
the Podyjí NP forests is not economic profit, but to support
spontaneous natural processes and protect the populations
of rare plants and animals.
Podyjí contains a high proportion of natural and nearnatural forests – beechwoods, talus and ravine forests, relict
pinewoods, spring alder stands, oak-hornbeam woods and
acidophilous oakwoods. Cultural forests in Podyjí include
the stump forests, which provide evidence of centuries of
historical cultivation.
Modifications to the species composition are carried out
in older spruce and pine monocultures and in non-native
black locust stands, in order to transform them towards their
natural tree species composition.
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3 The clear water of the Dyje flows over rocks and boulders
in the riverbed
4 We can find interesting weathered rock formations around
most of the vantage points above the Dyje valley
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5 In the west of the territory we can find natural forests with
predominant beech trees
6 In the eastern part of the park the majority of the Dyje valley
slopes are covered with dwarf thermophilic oakwoods

Podyjí – an animal paradise
The fauna in Podyjí NP is very interesting and diverse, which,
as with the flora, is determined by the locality, climate, geomorphology and the level of preservation of the territory.
We can find distinctive thermophilic species of the Pannonian steppe living next to typical submontane species of the
Hercynian forests on a relatively small area. Podyjí is one of
the regions with the highest diversity – especially of invertebrates – with more than 9,000 species identified here so
far. For example, 2,300 beetle species (Great Capricorn Beetle, Jewel Beetle Bupestris octoguttata) and 2,100 butterfly
species (Clouded Apollo, Southern Festoon) have been recorded here. The most numerous groups of vertebrates are
the birds (208 species, e.g. Hoopoe, Black Stork), mammals
(69 species, e.g. Otter, Edible Dormouse), fish (39 species, e.g.
Nase, Bullhead), amphibians (14 species, e.g. Fire Salamander, Crested Newt) and reptiles (8 species, e.g. Aesculapian
Snake, Green Lizard).
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Podyjí – a jewellery box of plants
More than 1,200 vascular plant species grow in Podyjí NP.
What determines this high diversity? This is mainly due to
the overlapping of thermophilic and steppe species from
the Pannonian region to the south-east (Great Pasque
Flower, Hairy Feather-grass), with Hercynian species from
Central Europe (Jenny’s Stonecrop, Hepatica). Alpine species
(Cyclamen, Yellow Monkshood) also enrich the flora in Podyjí. In the rhythm of its meanders the Dyje valley slopes face
in all directions and create the conditions for a varied mosaic of natural biotopes – from dry, rocky steppe facing south
towards the burning sun, up to the Braitava forests on the
shaded north-facing slopes. Thousands of years of extensive
agricultural activity helped to create the unique heathlands,
which are now a refuge for many rare plant species (Early
Star of Bethlehem, Purple Mullein, Fragrant Scabious). The
Dyje river is fringed by dry meadows on the permeable riverine terraces with Oxeye Daisy or Meadow Clary. The stream
valleys and spring areas contain wet meadows with growths
of sedges.
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7 The elegant Angular Solomon’s Seal is a common herb in the
open forests and on the heathlands in Podyjí NP
8 The rare Lady’s Slipper is one of 17 orchid species growing
in Podyjí NP
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In recent years the European Beaver has become
a permanent resident of the Dyje river in the national park
10 Tawny Owl – you may hear the prolonged call of this
relatively common forest owl
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Walkers, cyclists and horse riders
Walking and cycling trails enable visitors to learn about this
internationally protected area on the Dyje river and the pleasant cultural landscape, historical monuments, characteristic
villages and towns in the border regions of Znojemsko and
Retzerland.
76 km of walking trails on the Czech side of Podyjí are
marked in red, blue, yellow or green on a white background.
68 km of cycling trails in Podyjí are marked in red, blue or
green on a yellow background. Three cycling trails marked
with pictograms are trails which run through both countries.
The best known is the Podyjí/Thayatal NP Trail. Trails for horse riders run along the fringes of Podyjí NP.
There are 6 themed walking trails in Thayatal NP with a total length of 23 km. There are no cycling trails in Thayatal NP,
as cycling in the forests there is strictly forbidden. However,
a dense network of marked cycle trails runs along country
roads with little traffic in the surroundings of the NP.
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Encounters with history
Central Podyjí is a region with a rich history, which is confirmed by numerous architectural and historical monuments.
Evidence of the march of time is not only provided by archaeological finds from various localities, but also by the
castles and chateaux along the state border.
The Vranov nad Dyjí Chateau, Nový Hrádek Castle and
Znojmo Castle stand on the Czech side, with the Hardegg
and Kaja Castles on the Austrian side. The harmonious concordance between man and landscape is reflected in the
well-preserved appearance of most villages in the national
park’s buffer zone. In the countryside we can find numerous
small religious structures – crosses, chapels, statues and calvaries. The weirs at the sites of medieval mills are preserved
along the Dyje river.
The network of military bunkers from the 1930s and the
remnants of the Iron Curtain near Čížov remind us of the sad
events of modern history.

Visitor safety
In Podyjí NP you will meet a network of signposts with the
inscription “Pomoc v nouzi” (Help in Need) with phone numbers for the emergency services. If you are in difficulty and
phone for help, the Police, Ambulance Service or Fire Brigade can reach you at these points. Several cyclists are seriously injured in Podyjí NP every year. Please remember that
the trails in Podyjí are not race tracks. Please respect other
visitors.
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11 The Classicist Felicity’s Well near the Vranov Chateau is a part
of the former forest park
12 View of Hardegg with the silhouette of its Medieval castle
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Visitors will find a clearly-marked network of tourist trails in Podyjí
One of the signs in the „Help in Need” system
Trail markings for cyclists, horse riders and walkers
White direction signs for walkers and yellow for cyclists

Self-service System
Cyclists will also find yellow direction markers in the national
park which point towards more than 10 “Technical and First
Aid Contact Points”. This system has offered assistance to
cyclists in need in Podyjí and Znojmo District since 2003. The
Contact Points are equipped with a first aid kit and a case
with basic cycle repair materials. This assistance is offered
free of charge.
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Zoning of the park helps
to protect nature
The Podyjí NP territory is divided according to the quality of
the natural environment into 3 zones with differing protection regimes.
The First Zone covers the NP core areas, including the
Dyje valley, where the nature is little influenced by human
activity. Near-natural forests on the valley slopes include
thermophilic forest-steppe, dwarf oakwoods, relict pinewoods, talus and ravine forests and fragments of sub-montane
primeval beechwoods. Nature is left to natural processes
and all human activity is forbidden. Entry and movement is
only possible on marked tourist trails.
The Second Zone includes large parts of the forest complex and the most valuable forest-free areas – especially meadows and heathlands. The target for forestry management
is to achieve a near-natural condition in the forest communities. The unique forest-free areas must be maintained in the
desirable condition by management interventions (grazing,
grass cutting, removal of trees and shrubs etc.).
The Third Zone is most affected by man’s former cultivation activities and includes farmland around Čížov and
Lukov, the historical vineyard at Šobes and the fringes of the
forest complex. Sensitive usage for agriculture, forestry and
tourism is permitted.
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Border crossings
and the Schengen area
The Dyje river forms the state border in Podyjí NP for 25 km,
but it may only be crossed via the bridge between Čížov
and Hardegg. The First (most valuable) Zones of Podyjí and
Thayatal National Parks are located along both banks of the
Dyje. Therefore, in the interests of preserving natural values,
it is forbidden to leave the marked trails in these areas. The
boundaries of the Podyjí NP First Zone are marked by two
red stripes and informative panels. Hikers and cyclists may
cross the state border on the marked cycle trails Hnanice
– Heiliger Stein, Čížov – Hardegg, Podmyče – Felling and on
the Hnanice – Mitterretzbach road border crossing.

The Buffer Zone surrounds the Podyjí NP territory on the
Czech side and covers 29 km². Its main functions are to protect the NP territory from civilisational influences from the
surroundings and to increase the care for the landscapes
and settlements.

Information system
You will find 28 wooden information panels at the most interesting localities in the national park. These panels display
numerous photographs and trilingual texts. Further information may also be obtained from Podyjí National Park’s Visitor Centre in Čížov village, where hiking and cycling maps
and guidebooks to Podyjí are also available. The Nationalparkhaus near Hardegg in Thayatal NP also offers a pleasant
café.
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17 The „Self-service” system offers help for cyclists in need
18 The bridge at Hardegg, which has reconnected both
banks of the Dyje river since 1990, has become a symbol
of the new epoch
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19 The Podyjí National Park Administration Visitor’s Centre in Čížov
20 The Thayatal Nationalparkhaus near Hardegg
21 The First Zone is marked by red stripes and informative signposts

How can I help
the nature in Podyjí?
It is simple – by respecting the nature and the other visitors
and abiding by the rules stated in the Visitor Regulations.
Hiking in the First Zone of the national park is only permitted on marked tourist trails – direction of visitor movement
is an arrangement which helps to protect the nature.
Use only marked cycle trails for your cycle trips – riding
off the trails causes erosion, destroys the vegetation cover
and kills small animals.
Cyclists should always respect the rule that “Walkers have
Priority” – pedestrians are more vulnerable and move
more slowly. Especially small children may be endangered
by fast-riding cyclists. Always slow down when you pass
walkers!
Do not pick any flowers or fruits, do not disturb the animals – only take your memories of the plants and animals
away in your hearts.
Camping, bivouacking and lighting fires are forbidden on
the territory of the park – every civilised visitor knows that
he is only a guest in the nature of the national park. Only
the animals and plants have the ‘right of residence’ here.
Therefore, we should respect their natural environment
which is endangered by civilisation.
We request that visitors to Podyjí National Park accept
the restrictions arising from the Visitor Regulations as
a small price to pay in order to preserve the beautiful nature in Podyjí.
Podyjí National Park Administration
Na Vyhlídce 5, 669 01 Znojmo
tel.: +420 515 282 247, e-mail: info@nppodyji.cz
www.nppodyji.cz
Podyjí National Park Visitor Centre
Čížov 176, 671 02 Šumná
tel.: +420 515 291 630, e-mail: infocentrum@nppodyji.cz
Nationalpark Thayatal
Nationalparkhaus, A-2082 Hardegg
tel.: +43 2949 / 7005, e-mail: office@np-thayatal.at
www.np-thayatal.at
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